NHCS Recap is VLOG style production distributed weekly that was developed to provide the New Hanover County community and our district families a look at the top events that are happening weekly throughout our school system. The video is generally no more than 140 seconds and is featured on our youtube channel, Facebook, and Twitter pages. It is also rotated weekly on our website and added to our internal district newsletter. It looks at three to four events across the district. It helps to keep our community connected to what's happening in the district, providing a level of transparency that our stakeholders have been requesting.

NHCS Recap has been well received by our audiences, especially our Board of Education and County Commissioners. They have been putting so many resources into our schools and community. Showing them weekly how resources are being utilized and keeping them consistently connected to our district has helped build a stronger bond in our community where collaboration flourishes. Recap also allows us to showcase the talents of our students and staff and share what is happening in our classrooms, not just with parents but with our community. We have increased our number of community partners, mentors, and volunteers since Recap began streaming weekly to the New Hanover County population. It has been vital that it is consistent and goes out every Friday around 4 pm so our families know to expect it and have many avenues where they can view it from.